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ABSTRACT
 
The project that I have created is entitled "California:
 
A Journey Through Books." The journey is through a
 
HyperStudio project intended to enhance literacy in the
 
content areas. The purpose of this project is to introduce
 
fourth grade students to the variety of content-based
 
literature that is available in my classroom. It is a
 
multimedia presentation that introduces the user to many eras
 
of California history. By combining technology with
 
literature, I hope to motivate student interest in reading
 
about the people whose stories have made California history.
 
As has been stated, this project is designed to
 
introduce the use of literature in California history. The
 
HyperStudio program is easy to use, and only requires an
 
exploring mind and a few clicks of the mouse. My project may
 
also be useful to fourth grade teachers who are looking for
 
books on a specific time period in California history.
 
Many of the literature selections that are included in
 
the project are exciting stories that bring history to life.
 
Because literacy is something that occurs in my classroom
 
throughout the day, I would like for my students to become
 
very familiar with the books about different themes in
 
California history.
 
This project also addresses the concern of difficult
 
text books in the area of social studies. The state-adopted
 
text, "Oh California" (1991), is too difficult for most
 
fourth graders to read and comprehend. These text books do
 
not tend to motivate students to read more about California
 
m
 
history. Text books are not brily; too hard to read, bu^
 
tend to of a ond-sided viet^ of histdry. A collection of
 
quality literature, on the other hand, can offer multiple
 
perspectives about a time period and brinq people back to
 
I believe when students are actively engaged ih learning
 
they will gain more meaning than if they just read a tekt and
 
answer questions. I think that one of the best ways to
 
enhance children's' understanding of specific time periods is
 
by exposing them to quality literature about the time period.
 
California history is embedded with many cultures and it
 
is important that our students hear about and learn from
 
these peoples. Although some cultures are realistically
 
portrayed in the social studies text, the stories are brief
 
and are not an easy read. By integrating social studies and
 
literacy, students can learn about many cultures while
 
enhancing their reading strategies. The literature needs to
 
be interesting in order for the children to bother to read
 
it.
 
It is my belief that literacy should go hand in hand
 
with learning throughout the day. As a teacher, I would like
 
to produce literate students who are able to make connections
 
between the world and things they read. In order to do this,
 
I must not treat literacy as a separate entity. Integrating
 
quality literature of and about California history enables my
 
students to continue to gain literacy throughout the day.
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INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
 
Introduction
 
The story Of California is an important one for
 
fourth grade students to learn. The ethnic
 
diversity, the richness of its culture and multi
 
ethnic heritage... and the variety of its
 
geographical settings make this state a creative
 
focus of education for students in fourth grade.
 
(History-Social Science Curriculum Framework and
 
Criteria Committee, 1988, p.46).
 
Fourth grade is an exciting age to teach, yet it is also
 
difficult because of the large ^ ap in reading abilities that
 
exist in the classroom. At any given point, there are grade
 
level readers and pre-primer readers in my fourth grade
 
classroom. Unfortunately, the fourth grade text book, "Oh
 
California" (1991) is written at a reading level beyond most
 
fourth graders' ability. I enjoy teaching fourth grade and
 
teach thematically using social studies as a central focus as
 
much as I can. In my opinion, thematic teaching' allows for
 
better coverage of the suggested units of instruction, and it
 
enables me to integrate reading and writing throughout the
 
day. I use various teaching strategies to attempt to make
 
learning meaningful and fun for my students and I sense that
 
the fourth grade social studies curriculum lacks quality
 
literature.
 
My question for curricular reform is twofold: How can I
 
expose my students to meaningful and kid-friendly
 
multicultural literature to enhance my district's social
 
studies curriculum for fourth grade? Can I supply quality
 
literature that will convey a true sense of California as a
 
historical "melting pot" and give the students a sense of
 
learning through historical fiction, non-fiction, tall tales,
 
and other genres?
 
I have always thought of curriculum as what the state
 
and my district expect me to teach. The strategies that I
 
use and the lessons I teach are the ways that I enhance the
 
curriculum. Although I am in my sixth year of teaching, I
 
suppose I am what Kathy Short and Carolyn Burke (1991) would
 
refer to as a "beginning teacher" in their book. Creating
 
Curriculum. They state the following about curriculum:
 
As beginning teachers, we assumed that 'curriculum'
 
referred to the content prescribed by textbooks,
 
teachers' guides, and school curriculum guides...
 
While we brought other ideas and materials into our
 
classrooms, these guides were the 'real' curriculum
 
and we were held accountable for their use....(p.2)
 
Rather than using a curriculiim that is sent from
 
outside. Short and Burke suggest developing a curriculum
 
wherein students and teachers bring their own understandings
 
and interests and work together to negotiate the curriculum
 
that will take place in the classroom. This suggested
 
curriculum would not focus on teachers or students, but
 
rather on learning (p. 5).
 
Because I am still in the "beginning teacher" frame of
 
mind, I think that it is necessary to follow the guidelines
 
set by the state and my district in regards to what I should
 
teach. California's History-Social Science Framework (1988)
 
maps out what topics to teach fourth graders. In many of the
 
topic sections it suggests that reading literature would help
 
to bring these periods alive. According to this Framework:
 
To bring California history and geography to life
 
for students, teachers should emphasize its people
 
in all their ethnic, racial,and cultural diversity.
 
Fourth grade students should learn about the daily
 
lives, adventures, and accomplishments of these
 
people and the cultural traditions and dynamic
 
energy that have formed the State and shaped its
 
varied landscape, (p.46)
 
What better way to learn all of this than through
 
quality, readable literature? "The experiences children have
 
with literature give them new perspectives on the world.
 
Good writing can transport the reader to other places and
 
other times and expand his life space" (Huck, Hepler, &
 
Hickman, 1993, p.11).
 
The Course of Study for Elementary Schools of a medixim
 
sized school district in Southern California, bases its
 
social studies requirements on California's Framework. I
 
find it interesting that this district suggests that students
 
read literature about the periods being studied, yet quality
 
literature is not included with the mandated curriculum.
 
According to the Course of Study, "Students shall read
 
literature about the period and of the period being studied"
 
(1996, p.32). It also states, "A high-quality activity based
 
classroom study of history/social studies shall include:
 
textbooks, primary sources, other print material and media
 
utilized as resources primarily to support other classroom
 
activities" (p. 31). In the Course of Study, the fourth
 
grade curriculum is listed as the district adopted Houghton-

Miflin text. Although the text does have some stories in it,
 
quality literature is really lacking. There is only one set
 
of trade books per grade level at each site in this district.
 
According to June Chapin and Rosemary Messick in their
 
book. Elementary Social Studies: A Practical Guide (1992),
 
"The textbook should not be the principal el^ent of primary
 
social studies progreuns. there will probably be students who
 
cannot read the textbook passages" (p.88). I am fortunate
 
that I was trained how to effectively teach social studies in
 
my credential program, yet 1 aware of mSny teachers who
 
teach primarily from the text. "Some teachers tend to treat
 
the material in the textbook as the only reading material to
 
which children should be exposed" (Maxim/ 1991>P*59). It is
 
for these teachers, and my students th^b I would like to
 
develop a curriculum that is enhanced by quality literature.
 
Maxim's following quote reinforces my belief that quality
 
literature is essential for students to gain interest and to
 
.■learn:/ ;­
Gilbert Sewall reasons that since the California 
framework emphasizes the use of clear, exciting
informative writing as found in quality children's 
literature and literacy shortcomings in textbooks 
seem to contribute to the broader problem of 
teaching social studies to students; great changes
in the type of reading material to which students 
are exposed will need to be made. Those changes
would appear to involve reintegrating literature 
with social Studies: more fairy tales, myths,
legends, biographies, and historical fiction,
(p. 288)' . 
Theoretical Models 
My classroom reflects my belief in whole language 
practices, and thus literacy is integrated with social 
studies. Maxim (1991) believes, "Literacy and social studies 
appear to be an inseparable partnership in the process of 
education" (p. 287). 
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There is a vast difference between whole language
 
classrooms and skills based or phonics based classrooms. A
 
whole language classroom is child centered, whereas skills
 
based or phonics based classrooms focus more on isolated
 
skills. In a whole language classroom, strategies and skills
 
are integrated in learning, rather than being the isolated
 
focus for every lesson. Constance Weaver (1994), reaffirms
 
my belief about thematic teaching with the following:
 
Just as teachers often grow into a whole language
 
concept of teaching reading and writing, so they
 
may grow gradually into an understanding of what it
 
means to adopt a thematic approach based upon whole
 
language principles. By "thematic approach," I
 
mean that in which a topic or so-called theme
 
provides the focus for study. (p.429)
 
On the other end of the reading theories continuum is
 
phonics based instruction and skills based instruction is in
 
between phonics and whole language. Classrooms that are run
 
by these different beliefs have different foci for their
 
lessons. In an intermediate classroom, a non-whole language
 
classroom may focus solely on the use of the textbooks rather
 
than focusing on literacy integrated throughout the day. A
 
skills based classroom focuses on isolated skills and the
 
academic subjects are taught separately. Skills based
 
teachers tend to rely solely on the text books to guide their
 
teaching and use worksheets as supplements.
 
In a whole language classroom, academic subjects are
 
integrated throughout the day. For example, when I teach a
 
Native American unit to my fourth graders I also include the
 
study of the ocean as a natural resource, and we read Island
 
of the Blue Dolphins, along with other related literature.
 
In this way students are exposed to a cohesive unit of study)
 
with many of the subjects integrated. Students iread, write,
 
and respond via various media to the various components of
 
the thematic unit. Students are able to make connections
 
during the unit and make better sense of what they are
 
learning.
 
In contrast, a skills based classroom would focus on
 
reading a chapter in social Studies and then completing a
 
study guide or other related worksheet. Skills based
 
teachers do not tend to integrate the content area studies
 
with reading and language arts.
 
I try to facilitate learning in my classroom rather than
 
always directly instructing students what to learn. Yet, I
 
have found that systematic direct instruction is necessary
 
for me to meet the goals and objectives of my district and
 
the state. In the book. Issues and Trends in Education.
 
Dixie Lee Spiegel (1996) makes this statement about
 
systematic instruction, "Systematic instruction is based on
 
an identified scope of goals and objectives, and activities
 
are designed and carried out specifically to meet these
 
goals" (in Robinson, 1996, p. 17). I develop a long range
 
plan at the beginning of the school year to guide my
 
instruction throughout the year. In this way, I am able to
 
link units of study thematically in a cbhesive sequence.
 
This practice enables me to meet the mandates imposed by my
 
district and the state. All the while, I am exposing
 
children to quality literature and authentic student based
 
learning.
 
Beeause of it^jTjwtioie language philospp^
 
thematically whenevei possiblei I ga,;ther many books about
 
the topics and place them in our theiae study crate of books
 
for the studehts to browse through. Of the literature that I
 
gather, some I read to the studehts/Others I briefly
 
introduce/i and some are there as research references. Maxim
 
(1991) also states, "Good Stories can provide valued sources
 
of instructional material to teach social studiesr you can't
 
teach social studies if you don't have a good book to work
 
with":(p..289),. ■ 
Using Literature to Bring Social Studies to Life
 
I agree with Harste in his discussion Of
 
alternate sign systems, found in the forward to Creating
 
Curriculum by Short and Burke (1991). He talks about four
 
sources that he thinks through to develop curricuium. One of
 
these sources is alternate sign systems (language, art,
 
music, mathematics, and dance) and what these can contribute
 
to the understanding of the topic. He also identifies
 
relevant powerful ppems and pieces of literature (p. ix).
 
1 believe when students are actively engfaged in learning
 
they will gain more meaning than if they just read a text and
 
answer questions.!try to use the social studies text as my
 
guide for pacing, rather than as a read-along and answer the
 
questions at the end of the chapter tool. I think that one
 
of the best ways to enhahce children'S' understanding of
 
specific time periods is by exposing them tp quality
 
literature about the time periPd. Ghapin and Messick (1992)
 
discuss how quality literature can be used to support and
 
enhance a unit of study;
 
A strategy to bring history or any social science
 
to life is the use of children's literature or
 
trade books. Literature can bring past events
 
into the lives of students. Literature is usually
 
more people-centered than text material and can
 
give fresh insight into the ways of life in our
 
culture - past and present - as well as cultures of
 
other places and times, (p. 107)
 
The student popiilation that I teach is diverse:
 
ethnically, culturally, socio-economically, and in many other
 
ways I'm sure. "The diverse talents, experiences, and
 
perspectives of the group members increase and expand the
 
resources that the group brings to learning far beyond the
 
means of any single member within it" (Short & Burke, 1991,
 
p. 24). I think it is necessary to expose children to
 
literature that reflects an importance of many cultures, to
 
give a sense of belonging to children. California history is
 
embedded with many cultures and I think it is important that
 
our students hear about and from these peoples. According
 
to a local Course of Study (1996), the following needs to
 
take place:
 
A multicultural perspective shall permeate the
 
curriculum and student assignments, promoting an
 
understanding of local, national, and world
 
cultures and issues that reflect the experiences
 
of men and women representing a wide range of
 
racial, religious, and ethnic backgrounds. This
 
perspective acknowledges our national identity,
 
heritage, and creed as pluralistic and that
 
diversity is a national strength, (p. 32)
 
I think a collection of literature that portrays the
 
lives of African Americans, Asians, Europeans, Mexican
 
Americans, and Native Americans as well as women, as they
 
came to or lived in California is an important part of a
 
social studies curriculxim.
 
Although some cultures are realistically portrayed in
 
the social studies text, the stories are brief and are not an
 
easy read. By integrating social studies and literacy,
 
students can learn about many cultures while enhancing their
 
reading strategies. The literature needs to be interesting
 
in order for the children to bother to read it. According
 
to Kieran Egan (1979) as cited in Chapin's book. Elementary
 
Social Studies; A Practical Guide (1992), "Students from
 
ages 8-13 are in the romantic stage and prefer to read about
 
people who struggle courageously with real problems" (p.107).
 
Also in regards to diversity and multicultural literacy,
 
we need to be aware of the quality of texts and the accurate
 
portrayal of people. Maxim (1991) expresses:
 
When we choose books that help children explore the
 
real world, we must be careful of a very important
 
consideration. A major concern in choosing books
 
is to select those free of unfair racial,
 
ethnic, or cultural stereotypes. Black, Hispanic,
 
Native American, or Asian characters should be
 
portrayed in realistic settings. (p. 290)
 
I believe that the role of the learner is that of
 
inquirer, investigator, collaborator, and reporter. Students
 
who are actively engaged in their learning and can lead their
 
studies in various ways are empowered as learners. Weaver
 
(1994) says, "A student will be willing to learn if he is
 
motivated by interest and is in a risk-free environment.
 
The chance to collaborate with others is valuable in a
 
learning centered environment" (p. 334).
 
It is up to the teachers to facilitate in such a way
 
that students can be actively engaged and Can follow their
 
9 '
 
inquiries. A teaclier teaches from and by the text i 
limits students' abilities to inquire and inYestigate. I | 
agree with Dixie Speigel il9M^ increased use | 
of literature, especially in trade books, children may find |
 
reading more accessible and fulfilling because it is not
 
fdcused on a basal that is available only in the classroom'' |
 
(in Robinson,' 1996, p. 16). . \
 
Conclusion !
 
It is my belief that literacy should go hand in^^^^^ h^^
 
with learning throughout the day, rather than treating it as j
 
an isolated event. As a teacher, I would like to produce
 
literate students who are able to make connections between
 
tke world and things they^ read. In order to do this, I must
 
not treat literacy as a separate entity. It is important
 
that literacy is my classroom's focus, and by integrating
 
quality literature of and about California history my
 
students can continue to gain literacy throughout the day.
 
Lesley Mandel Morrow in Emerging Literacy: Young Children
 
Learn to Read and Write (1989) states this about literacy in
 
the content areas:
 
Reading, writing, and oral language materials and
 
activities are easily incorporated into subject
 
area teaching, enabling the content areas also to
 
provide a source for literacy learning...Literacy
 
becomes purposeful and takes on additional
 
importance when it is integrated with other
 
■■r ­
rather than separately as a content area
 
unto itself. (p.130)
 
I believe that if a whole language theory is to
 
permeate throughout my classroom, then I need to encourage
 
literacy whenever and wherever possible.
 
10 
Thematic teaphirig makes sense toine, is supported by
 
research, and works. The social studies content at the
 
fourth grade lends itself to theniatic teaching, as many of
 
the core literature books are based on themes from California
 
history. Due to the external forces, such as the district
 
and state, I do not believe that I can create an entirely new
 
curriculum. I feel comfortable with my decision to modify
 
and enhance the niandated curriculum, and to make literacy a
 
thematic priority in my plassroom.
 
Proiect preview
 
The project that I have created is entitled,
 
''California: A Journey Through Books," The journey is
 
through a HyperStudio project intended to enhance literacy
 
in the content areas. It is a multimedia presentation that
 
introduces the user to many eras of California history. By
 
combining technology with literature, I hope feo motivate
 
student interest in reading about the people whose stories
 
have made California history.
 
This HyperStudio project is, in a sense, a group of tskt
 
sets. Seven themes from California history are represent^^^
 
by selections of literature. These themes are:
 
California's Land, Missions and Rancho Life, GOld Rusli,
 
Pioneers, Transcontinental Railroad, Farming, and Other
 
Moments in Califprnia History. Included in "Other Moments in
 
California History" are historical events such as the Bear
 
Flag Revolt, the Pony Express, and Japanese Internment Camps.
 
Some of the themes have more literature represented, as is
 
the case for Gold Rush and Pioneers. I have found there is a
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lot of children's literature available on these topics,
 
whereas there is less written about the railroad and farming.
 
This HyperStudio program is arranged so that the user
 
can click on a theme from California history and be led to a
 
variety of titles and summaries of books within that theme.
 
All of the books summarized in the project are available in
 
my classroom or in our school library. With a few clicks of
 
the mouse, a user of this California History program can
 
browse through many books relating to historical themes. I
 
have attempted to make the program interesting and fun to use
 
in hopes that it will motivate fourth graders to read
 
content-based literature.
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 REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

Introduction
 
Social studies instruction in an elementary classroom
 
can be implemented in a variety of ways. Of great importance
 
is the exposure to quality literature to support and enhance
 
a unit of study. Literature can give.new insights into the
 
ways of life, of our culture, and cultures of other places
 
and times (Chapin & Messick, 1992). Much has been written
 
about the use of literature to enhance content area
 
instruction in the elementary schools. "By providing the
 
students with several sources for new information, teachers
 
enable them to view an event from different perspectives and
 
recognize the theme that is consistently present in all
 
sources" (Hawkins, 1997, p. 111).
 
This chapter will address the use of literature to
 
enhance social studies instruction and why this technique is
 
advantageous to teachers and students. One reason to
 
supplement instruction with quality literature is due to
 
problem areas with the content area text books. The state-

adopted text is written above a fourth grade readability
 
level and students struggle to read and comprehend it. The
 
second point is a need for multicultural and multiperspective
 
literature to enhance social studies instruction. The
 
stories in the textbook usually offer one viewpoint. It is
 
important to learn about the time periods from different
 
perspectives. For example, the role of women during the gold
 
rush. The third point to be addressed is what the reviews say
 
about using literature within a social studies curriculvim.
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Once the decision is made to use literature with the content
 
areas; there are guidelines to follow for choosing quality
 
literature. And finally, once the literature is selected,
 
there are many ways to introduce and integrate literature
 
into social studies instruction. The following quote from
 
Smith and Johnson (1994) leads into this discussion:
 
If we want students to connect with the story of
 
life, we might begin by integrating children's
 
literature into content studies. Literature can
 
become the lens through which content is viewed.
 
This lens holds the young reader's attention while
 
connecting content with the variety of human
 
experiences. (p. 198)
 
Problems with Textbooks
 
The social studies textbook that my district uses has
 
proven to be difficult to read for the majority of my fourth
 
graders each year. The textbook introduces many historical
 
toplics, yet does not cover any of them in much depth. "Many
 
schools commonly ask and expect beginning readers to read and
 
leafn from science, health, and social studies textbooks ­
an expectation that continues throughout their schooling"
 
(Olson & Gee, 1991, p. 298). The textbooks are often too
 
difficult for students to read and comprehend. According to
 
Doris Hawkins (1997), "The textbooks are written at a higher
 
level of understanding than most of my students can attain
 
and some of the concepts presented are ones that the students
 
are not developmentally able to appreciate or comprehend" 
■ (p.' 111).. ■ 
There are a number of factors which account for the
 
children's difficulties in reading expository texts. Olson
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 and Gee (1991) cite these as the five factors:
 
t to link with new
 
infomiatidn hampers comprehension. Texts written
 
to inform rather khan to entertain may lower
 
motivation for some chiidren.: Unfam^^
 
drganizational stiructdres are difficult to follow,
 
writing that lacks Ibgical connectibns and
 
transition words requires increased cognitive
 
efforts An inability to recognize many words in
 
print hinbers Comprehension, particularly in young
 
:.;^readerSvV;(p.;2'99);;'f:':
 
In 1991, Olson and Gee conducted a survey of forty-seven
 
primary grade teachers in school districts in Texais, North
 
Garolina, and,'Florida
 
The teachers were asked to indicate whether content
 
textbooks were easier or harder than stories for
 
their students: to list factors they believed made
 
content materials difficult for students; and to
 
rate 17 general practices as to their usefulhess
 
in helping primary chiidren comprehend GOntent
 
textbooks....Results of this survey indicated that
 
primary teachers recognize that the expository |
 
texts that typically occur in their cOntent
 
textbooks are more difficult to read than stories.
 
:^Xp.300l\/ •\,;■:;■•/­
The results were as follows: 70% of the teach found 
content texts more difficult than stories; 27.4% found the 
texts about the same level of difficulty; and 2.6% thought 
content textbooks were easier for children tO read than 
stories (Olson & Gee, p. 300). 
The teachers/ responses to this surveF rdfiected the 
five probleiTs with content area textbooks thet were mentioned 
earlier. The results of the survey were as follows: 77% of 
the teachers believe that difficulty with new concepts was a 
major factor that caused children to experience difficulty 
with expository texts; 21% of the teachers thought children 
were not interested in expository texts; 23% of the teachers 
15 
said that text format presented the greatest probleias; 69% of
 
the teachers said that primary grade children could not read
 
the texts because they did not know the words (p. 300).
 
Several researchers comment on the lack of background
 
knowledge that students bring to their reading of expository
 
texts. McKeown and Beck (1994) help us understand that:
 
The relationship between what the authors of
 
history textbooks think the students know and their
 
actual knowledge is decisively different. Because
 
of that difference and the lack Of a knowledge
 
base in history, students fail to grasp the new
 
knowledge and retain its full meaning. \
 
(in Hawkins, 1997, p. Ill)
 
Olson and Gee also conmient on this aspect, "If teachers
 
consider the cognitive burden such texts make on young
 
children, it becomes pbvious they need much gu and many
 
experiences reading expository text in order to deal
 
successfully with content books" (1991, p. 299). Hawkins
 
(1997) suggests that one solution to problems with textbooks
 
is to use good literature arid a variety of references.
 
Not only are content area texts difficult for students
 
to bead and comprehend, they are also often one-sided.
 
According to Tunnel1 and Anmion (1996), "One of the problems
 
with most elementary aridi secoridary school history textbooks
 
is that history is presented from a single perspective with
 
few Gonflicting ideas" (p. 212). Holmes and Anution (1985)
 
express yet another pitfall of textbooks as, "when a textbook
 
is used as the oriiy sburqe of informatidn, students tend to
 
accept the author(s statements without question" (in Tunnell
 
& AmmOnv 1996, p. 212).
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Huck, Hepler, and Hickman (1993) emphasize how a well-

told story can help the reader feel and experience history:
 
A history textbook tells; a quality piece of
 
imaginative writing has the power to make the
 
reader feel, to transport him to the deck of a
 
slave ship and force him into the hold until he
 
chokes on the very horror of it.^.Literature
 
provides vicarious experiences of adventure,
 
excitement, and sometimes of struggle, (p. 11)
 
The Need for Multicultural Literature
 
At a certain age, students reach a level where they can
 
more easily understand another person's point of view.
 
Lickteig and Danielson (1995) discuss the following
 
developmental levels of children and their readiness to
 
comprehend multiperspective information;
 
According to Cushner [1988], a critical period
 
exists for the international socialization in
 
children. Referring to Piaget's four stages of
 
cognitive development he suggested that children of
 
ages seven and eight begin to see other people's
 
viewpoints. Children of this age have an increased
 
ability to communicate with others by comprehending
 
another's perspective. The middle childhood years
 
(ages seyen to twelve) may thus represent the
 
critical period in the development of an
 
international, intercultural, or global perspective
 
in children....This age seems to be characterized
 
by rapid cognitive development, related especially
 
to the area of perspective and role-taking ability,
 
low rejection of groups, and high attitude
 
flexibility. It is a time when children begin to
 
perceive another person's point of view.
 
Educational efforts to develop international and
 
intercultural perspective should therefore begin
 
during these years, (p.69)
 
Lickteig and Danielson continue with this discussion of
 
developmental levels and state the following:
 
Teachers need to present information to children of
 
this age at the emotional or active level, rather
 
than merely the cognitive level. As Cushner
 
suggests, a tremendous effort must be made to
 
17.- ' ■' 
provide affective experiences for students whenever
 
possible, or to search for cognitive materials that
 
engage emotions, (pp. 69-70)
 
Being exposed to a variety of literature is necessary to
 
enhance students' global understanding.
 
The importance of providing students with access to
 
more than a textbook and encouraging them to become
 
aware of multiple perspectives is clear. This
 
awareness is a prerequisite to an understanding of
 
self, country, and one's place in the global
 
village" (Kim & Garcia, 1996, p. 210).
 
The amount of in-depth exposure to various cultures is
 
limited in most textbooks. Pugh, Garcia, and Margaleef-Boada
 
(1994) point out the need for multicultural perspectives:
 
Multicultural appreciation might best be described
 
as an awareness of the dynamic interplay between
 
diversity and connectedness among individuals and
 
groups. It is fostered by an effort to understand
 
how the world looks from different cultural
 
perspectives. The best means for such learning,
 
perhaps, is to listen to the voices of those whose
 
experiences have differed from ours. These
 
particular voices, however, are not often heard in
 
conventional textbooks, which focus on information
 
and abstract concepts, frequently in such a way as
 
to deliberately avoid controversial or sensitive
 
issues, (p. 62)
 
Pugh, et al., also believe that books are an important
 
tool to use to expand experience. Through the use of
 
multicultural trade books, and social studies instruction
 
students can appreciate and thrive in the diversity that
 
surrounds them.
 
There are many values of reading children's literature
 
about different cultures. Norton(1990) as found in Lickteig
 
and Danielson (1995) speaks to the use of literature to
 
enhance students' appreciation and understanding of value and
 
belief systems:
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 Students gain understandings about different
 
beiiefs arid value systems. They develop social
 
sensitivity to the needs of others and realize
 
.^thatvpeople'vhave;'similarities:ha■■vtell^;as,:v■^: 
differences. Students gain aesthetic appreciation 
as they learn to understand and respect the 
artistic contributions of people from many cultural 
■ ^\:^.;■■bhckgrqunds.■;v:(p.^J^7C)l.\^ , 
History textbooks have been criticized for being one 
sided and for not representing a multitude of cultures. 
According to Tunnel1 and Ammon (1996), "We have often 
presented a narrow view of history to our school children, 
giving them the impression that there is little, if any, 
variation in the interpretation of the past" (p. 212). 
A motivating factor in reading msulticultural literature 
is that students may make a don^ between themselves and 
their reading. "Because history is a subject that encourages 
students to identify with those aspects that represent their 
own heritage and culture, teachers must be sensitive to the 
needs of all students when exploring those facts" (Hawkins, 
1997, p. 110). By learning about themselves and others, 
students can recognize the value of multiple perspectives and 
may understand why and how people view certain issues (Kim & 
Garcia, 1996). 
The use of quality literature to introduce multicultural 
ideas and multiple perspectives in history has been well-
researched (Hawkins, 1997; Kim & Garcia, 1996; Tunnell & 
Ammon, 1996). Using books to enhance social studies 
instimction can enhance a student's understanding of the time 
period. "Books still represent the widest range of 
possibilities for information, and by providing multiple 
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perspectives on the human experience, they can engage readers
 
in dialogue with virtually any culture in the world" (Pugh,
 
et al., 1994, p. 62).
 
As found in Kim and Garcia (1996) this remark by Madigan
 
(1993) suggests why all teachers should value a
 
multiperspective approach to the teaching of cultural
 
diversity;
 
To know something without knowing its relationship
 
to other realities is not to know. To know the
 
white world without any sense of how it relates to
 
the world of color is not to know the white world.
 
We must remember that a multicultural
 
perspective is not a deviation; it is a necessity,
 
(p. 176)
 
Reasons to Use Literature with Social Studies
 
Literacy is not just a one hour event held every day in
 
an elementary classroom. Literacy is a process that can be
 
incorporated into many subject areas every day. In addition
 
to using quality literature, picture books can also prove to
 
be a very powerful and motivating force to enhance content
 
area learningi Harms and Lettrow(1994) give rationale for .
 
using picture books with social studies:
 
Fine picture books with historical settings can
 
extend children's understanding of life in the past
 
and can greatly enrich the social studies program
 
in the elementary school. Not only can a fictional
 
text make the reading experience more interesting
 
for children, but the illustrations can provide
 
visual representation of a time beyond their
 
experiences, (p. 152)
 
Reading is a powerful tool, and as Guillaume (1998)
 
states, "Classroom experiences in content area reading are of
 
particular importance for dependent readers in that reading
 
can occur with the structure and support that enable
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dependent readers to move toward independence" (p. 476).
 
Guillaume also discusses literacy in the content areas:
 
Teachers of children of all ages have the important
 
job of helpihg iearners interact w^i^^ to
 
produce meaning. Those who suggest that primary
 
grade teachers help children learn to read while
 
upper grade teachers help children to read to learn
 
deprive students at both grade levels of learning
 
opportunitiesi Even^^p can learn
 
through text, and older readers should continue to
 
refine their skills and find new ways to understand
 
text. For this reason, content area reading should
 
begin in the primary grades, (p. 476)
 
Olson and Gee (1991) give a compelling reason to expose
 
students to expository text in the primary grades. "Young
 
children need to develop proficiency with simple expository
 
texts in order to keep pace with the ever increasing number
 
of subject area textbooks they will experience now and as
 
they progress through high school" (p. 298).
 
The use of quality literature and trade books within a
 
social studies curriculxim is highly recommended in many
 
reviews of this topic. According to Smith and Johnson(1994):
 
Literature can be integrated into content
 
classrooms a number of ways - from the teacher
 
simply reading aloud to implementing a fully
 
integrative study using literature. Teachers with
 
a desire to bring content to life can spark
 
students' interest by using literature as one lens
 
through which to examine the content. The key is
 
the realization that literature is a powerful tool
 
for learning and that students bring a variety of
 
perceptions to their readers, (pp. 207-208)
 
Guillaume (1998) gives five compelling propositions that
 
urge us to learn with text in the primary grades. They are
 
as follows:
 
Knowledge is power. Content area reading is not
 
the sole territory of those who are already
 
proficient readers. The content areas ­
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science, social studies, mathematics, and the arts
 
- fuel questions. Language, including reading and
 
writing, permeates all of the content areas.
 
Content areas provide a meaningful context for the
 
reading language arts goals teachers hold as dear,
 
(pp. 476-477)
 
Guillaume also mentions that content areas build
 
motivation and purpose for reading. Also, these reading
 
experiences help young children develop the ability to
 
process and analyze information (p. 477).
 
Trade books are books that are written to give childaren
 
pleasure, not primarily to teach them. Kim and Gaircia (1996)
 
point out that trade books can be recognized by th^se thre^
 
descriptors: They are written for a general market to engage
 
and d®li9ht children and young adults. They include various
 
genres. They are appropriate for use in grades K-12 (p.208).
 
The use of trade books to enhance literacy and learning
 
has become popular in many classrooms, as pointed out by
 
Huck, Hepler, and Hickman (1993):
 
A noteworthy trend of the past several years is the
 
growing use of children's trade books in classrooms
 
- for reading instruction, integrated language arts
 
programs, and a variety of uses across the
 
curriculum. The whole language movement and new
 
understandings about children's literacy learning
 
have brought the use of real literature to the
 
classrooms of many schools, (p. 158)
 
It is up to the teacher to incorporate trade books into
 
the social studies curriculum for learning. Kim and Garcia
 
(1996) emphasize some of the uses of trade books:
 
Trade books are more than a mere embellishment of
 
the existing curriculum; they either enrich and
 
enhance textbook based instruction, or, in some
 
instances, especially at the primary level, they
 
become the curriculum. Regardless of the approach,
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trade books help overcome the weaknesses of
 
textbookSy enrich conceptual learning with multiple
 
perspectives, and promote more integrative
 
teaching, (p. 208)
 
The use of trade books not only introduces new concepts,
 
it also aides in the development of critical reading skills.
 
Holmes and Ammon (1985) express their view on using trade
 
books in the classroom:
 
Incorporating trade books (fiction and nonfiction)
 
into content area studies aids in developing
 
critical reading skills such as determining the
 
reliability and authenticity of printed sources.
 
Teachers should guide students toward trade books
 
and other materials that present conflicting points
 
of view, a practice that not only encourages
 
students to make historical judgments but also
 
increases students' interest in the subjects,
 
(in Tunnell & Airanon, 1996, p. 212)
 
Tarry Lindquist (1995) a fifth grade teacher, and
 
Instructor's Social studies Now! dolumnist cites seven
 
reasons why she teaches with historical fiction:
 
1. It piques kids' curiosity.
 
2. It levels the playing field. (Some kids come
 
to class with a deep background knowledge to draw
 
upon, while others have just shallow reservoirs.
 
Reading historicai fiction promotes academic
 
equity because comparing books from one unit to the
 
next provides kids with equal opportunities to
 
develop historical analogies.
 
3. It hammers home everyday details.
 
4. It puts people back into history.
 
5. It presents the complexity of issues.
 
6. It promotes multiple perspectives.
 
7. It connects social studies learning to the rest
 
of our school day. (pp. 47-48)
 
The case for using quality literature in the form of
 
trade books is clear. Such literature proves to motivate
 
students and involves them affectively with their learning.
 
Smith and Johnson (1994) believe this about motivation, "We
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see students who were once ambivalent toward learning, change
 
their attitudes and behavior after literature is introduced
 
into the content classroom" (p. 208).
 
Ideas for Choosing Appropriate Literature to Integrate Social
 
Studies Instruction
 
The selection process of finding quality literature is
 
not always easy. Literature based teaching depends on the
 
selection process of locating the best trade books for each
 
lesson or unit (McGowan & Powell, 1996, p. 231).
 
According to Lickteig and Danielson (1995), "The search
 
for books, then, must focus on looking for those with global
 
perspectives that deal with specific geographic concepts that
 
elicit emotional responses from children ages seven to
 
twelve" (p. 70). They discuss two ways to elicit emotional
 
responses. One way is through the story, as the reader
 
becomes involved with the narrative they can experience
 
another's perspective. Another way to elicit emotional
 
response through books is through some commonly known link;
 
for example something that is well known by a child is shown
 
in other cultures. These links serve as stepping stones to
 
build background knowledge.
 
McGowan and Powell (1996) suggest using a bibliographic
 
reference like the "Notable Children's Tradebooks" feature
 
that appears in Social Education to assist in the search for
 
quality literature. They state, "The right book is not just
 
an add-on to enhance a lesson or unit; it provides the energy
 
for the instructional process" (p. 231).
 
Literature used in the social studies must be carefully
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selected to ensure that it is appropriate and interesting.
 
"Picture books, too, can add information and human
 
perspective to the curriculum" (Huck, Hepler, & Hickman,
 
1993, p. 20). They suggest these considerations for
 
selection, "When teachers select picture books with a
 
historical setting, their first consideration, as with all
 
books, should be that the text and illustrations are of
 
interest to children and are developmentally appropriate for
 
them" (p. 21).
 
There are suggested criteria for selecting literature to
 
use with social studies. One such criteria is suggested by
 
Harms and Lettrow (1994). Their criteria for assessing the
 
quality of historical picture books has four elements which
 
are: authenticity, complementarity of text and illustration,
 
freedom from bias, and three dimensional portrayal of central
 
characters. Harms and Lettrow (1994) discuss authenticity:
 
Both the content of text and the content of
 
illustrations need to demonstrate careful scholarly
 
research on the parts of the author. Authentic
 
description can help children gain concrete and
 
extendedunderstanding of life in the past. The
 
best authors and illustrators are painstaking in
 
their efforts to ensure that their work
 
accurately describes a period of history, (p. 152)
 
In a discussion of complementarity of text and
 
illustration. Harms and Lettrow state the importance of
 
illustrations amplifying the text's meaning in addition to
 
complementing each other. Meaningful illustrations may
 
motivate an otherwise hesitant reader to gain interest in the
 
topic.
 
Harms and Lettrow (1994) state this about the criteria
 
 of freedom from biasy "The perspectives and motives of
 
characters in books about women and minorities need to be
 
developed. Books need,to be balanced with stories that
 
depict women in the past as capable of initiating actions and
 
eventually achieving their goals" (p. 153). They also state,
 
"Teachers should avoid selecting books with ideas that
 
represent only one point of view and cast people in a
 
negative light because of who they are" (p. 153),
 
The final criteria according to Harms and Lettrow (1994)
 
is the need for three dimensional characters:
 
The human element in picture books with historical
 
settings can help children to identify with the
 
conflicts of an era. They can experience
 
vicariously others' responses to experiences and
 
can Come to understand the influence of events on
 
humans. Rounded characters, those with well-

developed traits, come alive and allow the audience
 
to understand the character's actions, (p. 153)
 
Another set of criteria for selecting and evaluating
 
multicultural tradebooks, especially in the social studies,
 
has been developed by the Carter G. Woodson Book Award
 
Committee of the National Council for the Social Studies.
 
This group selects an elementary and a secondary level book
 
to receive its award each year (Pugh, et al., 1994). They
 
cite the following as criteria for mSking this award;
 
Reflects respect for personal and cultural
 
differences and the worth and importance of
 
individuals or groups presented . Offers a
 
factual, realistic, and balanced treatment of
 
issues. Focuses on problems/issues that provide
 
insight into thd experiences of racial and ethnic
 
groups. Focuses on interactions among
 
racial/minority groups and the dominant culture.
 
Develops concepts related to cultural pluralism at
 
a level appropriate for the intended audience.
 
iP' v.V
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These criterion enable teachers to choose quality
 
literature to integrate with social studies. "Because of the
 
availability of a diversity of a laUlticultural- global
 
tradebooks, both teacher and student are able to pick and
 
choose from a broad range of information and viewpoints"
 
(Pugh, et al., 1994, p. 62).
 
Ways to Introduce and Integrate Literature with Social
 
Studies Instruction
 
Once a teacher has selected the literature to use with
 
social studies, the next step is planning how to introduce it
 
and use it effectively. Smith and Johnson (1994) speak from
 
personal experience, "in our classroom experiences we have
 
found that bringing literature into content studies can begin
 
with the teacher simply reading aloud for as little as ten
 
minutes a day" (p. 198). They also state the following about
 
involving students with content area literature:
 
For more active student involvement, a weekly
 
period of sustained silent reading (SSR) can be
 
implemented. The teacher organizes a variety of
 
narratives and expository texts that augment
 
the topic under study, from which students select
 
their books for independent reading. The reading
 
of both narrative and expository texts contributes
 
to content acquisition, memorable learning, and
 
perspective and voice in content. These reading
 
experiences are also excellent opportunities for
 
teachers to affirm and to demonstrate their
 
interest and commitment to lifelong
 
learning through reading, (p. 199)
 
In addition to introducing literature to students in
 
content areas, teachers can plan activities and units of
 
instruction to integrate the literature. According to
 
Guillaume (1998):
 
Teachers can provide potent content area reading
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- I  
T e a c h e r s  c a n  p r o v i d e  p o t e n t  c o n t e n t  a r e a  r e a d i n g 
  
i e x p e r i e h c e s  t h r o u g h  t h e  e n v i r o n m e n t s  t h e y  c r e a t e 
  
a n d  t h r o u g h  g e n e r a l  a p p r o a c h e s  t o  c o n t e n t  s t u d y , 
  
f u e l e d  b y  t h e  w h o l e  l a h ^ d a g e  m o v e m e n t ,  r i c h 
  
l i t e r a c y  p r o g r a m s  h a v e  i n  r e c e n t  y e a r s  m o v e d 
  
a w a y  f r o m  f o c u s i n g  s o l e l y  u p o n  t e x t b o o k s  t o 
  
e x p l o r i n g  t e x t s  o f  m a n y  k i n d s .  ( p .  4 7 7 ) 
  
( 1 9 9 f >  s h a r e s  t e n  " b i g  i d e a s "  t o  i h c o r p o i r e t e 
  
m e a n i n g f u i  t e x t  i n  t h e  p r i m a r y  g r a d e s .  T h e s e  t e n  b i g  i d e a s 
  
r e f i e c t  t ^  l i t e r a t u r e  o n  e b n t e n t  a r e a  r e a d i n g  a n d  l e a r n i n g i 
  
I t  i s  i m p o r t a n t  f o r  r e a d e r s  t o  a c c e s s  a n d  b u i l d  p r i o r 
  
k n o w l e d g e  w h e n  r e a d i n g .  E x p e r i e n c e s  w i t h  b o o k s  o f t e n  b e c o m e 
  
a  r e s o u r c e  f o r  s t u d e n t s .  H a n d s - o n  e x p e r i e n c e s  p r i o r  t o 
  
r e a d i n g  h e l p  t o  r e m o v e  a  c o m m o n  s t u m b l i n g  b l o c k  f o r  d e f i c i e n t 
  
r e a d e r s ,  w h i c h  i s  c o n c e p t  d e f i c i e n c y .  T e a c h e r  r e a d  a l o u d s 
  
a n d  t h e  e n c o u r a g e m e n t  o f  d i s c u s s i o n  a r e  t w o  m o r e  w a y s  t o 
  
m e a n i n g f u l l y  i n c o r p o r a t e  t e x t .  S t u d e n t s  s h o u l d  b e  e n c o u r a g e d 
  
t o  r e a d  f o r  a  s p e c i f i c  p u r p o s e ,  f o r  e x a m p l e ,  r e a d i n g  a 
  
t r e a s u r e  m a p .  A c r o s s  t h e  c o n t e n t  a r e a  m a t e r i a l s  w i t h i n  a 
  
p r i n t - r i c h  e n v i r o n m e n t  e n c o u r a g e s  t h e  j o y  o f  p u r s u i n g  o n e ' s 
  
o w n  i n t e r e s t  a n d  h a v i n g  t h e  f r e e d o m  t o  s e l e c t  r e a d i n g 
  
m a t e r i a l .  C o n n e c t i n g  r e a d i n g  a n d  w r i t i n g  i n  t h e  c o n t e n t 
  
a r e a s  c a n  f a c i l i t a t e  l o n g - t e i r m  m e m o r y  o f  t h e  c o n t e n t . 
  
L i k e w i s e ,  p r o v i d i n g  m e a n i n g f u l  p r e - ,  d u r i n g - ,  a n d  p o s t r e a d i n g 
  
a c t i v i t i e s  o f f e r s  s u p p o r t  t o  d e p e n d e n t  r e a d e r s  t o  d e v e l o p 
  
t h e i r  s c h e m a s .  T h e s e  a r e  a l l  w a y s  t o  i n c o r p o r a t e  c o n t e n t 
  
r e a d i n g  i n  t h e  d e v e l o p m e n t  o f  l i t e r a c y ,  ( p p .  4 7 7 - 4 8 5 ) 
  
A n o t h e r  s t r a t e g y  f o r  i m p l e m e n t i n g  l i t e r a t u r e  i s  t o  u s e 
  
t h e  n a r r a t i v e  a s  t h e  p r i m a r y  r e a d i n g  s o u r c e  a n d  t h e  t e x t b o o k 
  
a s  a  r e s o u r c e  i n  a  s i n g l e  c o n t e n t  a r e a ,  s u c h  a s  s o c i a l 
  
s t u d i e s .  T h i s  s t r a t e g y  i s  c a l l e d  a  s i n g l e  d i s c i p l i n e 
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literature model. "This approach develops a theme or a
 
thematic learning cycle based on content and concepts found
 
in the mandated curriculum or identified by the teacher, with
 
or without student collaboration" (Smith & Johnson, 1994,
 
p. 199).
 
Smith and Johnson (1994) suggest that once the theme is
 
identified, the teacher can select either a single narrative
 
or a series of narratives. The series of narratives are;
 
called a text set and examiiie the theme from multiple
 
perspectives. They propose the following reading strategies
 
to use with a single narrative: paired reading and
 
discussion, kaleidoscope or jigsaw reading, taping the text,
 
guided reading, literature circles, and large group
 
discussions. They suggest the use of these strategies to
 
ensure all students are included and successful in the
 
learning cycle (pp. 199-200). They suggest the following
 
ideas for using text sets:
 
If a text set is selected, the students become
 
members of a literature group that reads one or
 
more texts in the set. The teacher carefully
 
selects texts that meet the diverse needs of the
 
learners within the classroom, so that students
 
have the advantage of choosing the book or books
 
they wish to read....Teachers may then successfully
 
apply one or more of the above reading methods so
 
students can gain an understanding of any one of
 
the texts chosen, (p. 200)
 
According to Hartman and Hartman (1993) "The object is
 
to arrange a set of texts that are potentially rich with
 
connections and that complement your goals and objectives as
 
well as students' responses and interests" (p. 204). There
 
are many reasons to use text sets, "a number of studies
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suggest that good readers connect and relate ideas to their
 
previous reading experiences over time. The net effect of
 
this reading across texts is that a reader's understanding
 
and response transcends that of any single passage" (p. 202).
 
Hartman and Hartman continue with the following about text
 
sets:
 
Regardless of how texts are arranged, the
 
overriding concern should be on how well a cluster
 
of texts provides a rich environment for students
 
to make connections among texts. As one might
 
expect, some connections will be more obvious to
 
some students than others. The key is to persist
 
and explore the many possible ways texts of all
 
types complement and challenge the concepts at hand
 
and to encourage students to do the same. (p. 207)
 
The interdisciplinary literature model is another
 
strategy for implementing literature with content area
 
studies. Smith and Johnson (1994) explain this model:
 
This approach is a comprehensive learning
 
experience that combines content areas by
 
incorporating concepts, skills, and questions from
 
more than one discipline to examine a central
 
theme, issue, situation, inquiry, or topic. The
 
interdisciplinary model may involve two or more
 
disciplines; for example, language arts and social
 
studies may be organized around a theme, or all
 
content disciplines may be involved, (p. 200)
 
The third strategy that Smith and Johnson suggest is the
 
integrative literature model. "An integrative curriculum
 
breaks through academic labels and examines a theme beyond
 
the traditional, segmented approach or disciplinary strategy"
 
(p. 200). In this strategy, the theme becomes the focus of
 
study.
 
Smith and Johnson suggest considering several issues
 
when designing any literature based content curriculum. The
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 first is that the teacher must be committed to using
 
literature as the main source of instruction; this means
 
moving away from the structure of a textbook. The second
 
point to consider is that planning is essential. They also
 
suggest that the teacher consider how the community and
 
special public events can enhance the study. Flexibility
 
with time constraints is alsp a considera:tion as teachers may
 
need to plan for learning activities that deyelbp as part of
 
the overall unit. Finally, since thematic studies tend to be
 
student-driven, teachers will need to realize that the
 
learning environment will reflect this participatory learning
 
(p. 204).
 
.Conclusion
 
I believe that using literature to explore California
 
history is a necessary component in my fourth grade
 
classroom. I look forward to creating text sets and using
 
literature to drive my social studies instruction as I teach
 
California history to fourth graders. This statement by
 
Bernice E. Cullinan in Emerging Literacy; Young Children
 
T.earn to Bead and Write (1989) provides conviction in the
 
necessity of quality literature integration. She states:
 
; Story has great powef ihrhiamah lives. We kr^^
 
it is a primary act of mind; it is the way we
 
organize our minds and understand our world. We
 
also know that story touches the heartstrings _ in a.
 
way that facts never can do. A great poet said,
 
"What the heart knows today, the head will
 
understand tomorrow." Give your children
 
literature; it is a part of their heritage1 (p.
 
The main ideas mentioned in this literature review
 
support and verify the need for quality literature as a vital
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support to social studies instruction. The state adopted
 
text "Oh California'' (1991), is too difficult for most fourth
 
graders to read and comprehend. These text books do hot
 
motivate students to read mpre about Ca^ history.
 
Text books are not only top hard to read, but also tend to
 
offer a one-sided view of history. A collection of quality
 
literature^ oh the other hand, can offer multiple
 
perspectives about a time period and bring people back to ;
 
There are mahy ways to introduce and implement
 
literature into quality content area studies. The following
 
quote by Guillaume(1998) summarizes the explicit reasons to
 
include literature in the content areas:
 
Trade books, textbooks, realistic fiction, and
 
other print sources all have a place within the
 
primary grade classroom for content area reading.
 
Exposure to abundant informational resources
 
provides young students with the valuable
 
opportunity to read for the purpose of learning
 
about their worlds and to answer questions.(p. 485)
 
As cited, there is extensive research regarding the
 
effectiveness of integrating literature with the content
 
areas along with numerous suggestions on how to implement
 
literature successfully in a social studies program.
 
(Guillaume, 1998; McGowan & Powell, 1996; Smith & Johnson,
 
Children need to be exposed to diverse perspectives in
 
history so as to gain a multi-perspective view from different
 
cultures within the same time period. For example, the
 
perspective may be quite different on the life and times in
 
the gold rush from a white male gold miner than from a black
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or Asian male.
 
Students are more likely to be motivated by text they
 
can read and comprehend than by being expected to read just a
 
text book. Children are more likely to make connections
 
related to readings and want tb read more about a topic if
 
their interest is spurred by actual literature than by
 
lessons driven by a textbook. Short, Harste, and Burke
 
(1996) support this, "Readers are able to understand what
 
they read only because of the intertextual connections they
 
make between the current book and their past experiences,
 
which inciuddpreyibus books they have read" (p. 538).
 
Short, Harste, and Burke continue with "As readers make
 
connections between texts, they begin to see the reading
 
event as an experience in itself. A reader can read one text
 
to prepare for reading and better understanding a second
 
text" (p. 538).
 
This research has demonstrated that literature is
 
important in content area studies. Whether or not a teacher
 
chooses to teach thematically with the literature as a focal
 
point, or to just expose students to literature in the
 
content areas is a professional judgment call. It seems
 
obvious though, that in order to teach California history
 
well, appropriate literature must be apparent in the
 
classroom so that students can make connections.
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GOALS AND LIMITATIONS
 
The history of California is very colorful and has many
 
exciting time periods. California history can be fun to
 
teach, as well as learn, as students become engaged in their
 
learning. One important factor in this situation is using
 
quality literature of and about the time period being
 
studied. Literature can bring history to life for children
 
and adults.
 
Goals
 
The purpose of this project, "California - A Journey
 
Through Books," is to introduce fourth grade students to the
 
variety of content-based literature that is available in my
 
classroom. By means of a HyperStudio project, I hope to spark
 
their interest in California history and turn them on to the
 
many books that are available. Many of the literature
 
selections that are included in the project are exciting
 
stories that bring history to life. Because literacy is
 
something that occurs in my classroom throughout the day, I
 
would like for my students to become very familiar with the
 
books about different themes in California history.
 
As has been stated, this project is designed to
 
introduce the use of literature in California history. The
 
HyperStudio program is easy to use, and only requires an
 
exploring mind and a few clicks of the mouse. My project may
 
be useful to fourth grade teachers who are looking for books
 
on a specific time period in California history. I have
 
bought many of my books from local bookstores or directly
 
from publishers, so I know that they are available.
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Limitations
 
This HyperStudio project has been designed specifically
 
for my classroom, therefore it has its limitations. If
 
another teacher is to use this project, they would need to be
 
familiar with thematic teaching, as the use of text set? is
 
valuable in such a classroom.
 
In order to use this program, a teacher would need a
 
Macintosh computer with Operating System 8.5 (O.S. 8.5), a
 
zip drive and access to a HyperStudio disc. Also, the books
 
that are summarized in the HyperStudio stacks are readily
 
available in my classroom or school library. Other teachers
 
may not want to invest such money in books. This program is
 
limited to the scope of California's history, and is
 
therefore ideal for a fourth grade teacher in California.
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EXPLANATION OF HYPERSTUDIO PROJECT
 
Introduction
 
The project that I have created/ "California: A Journey
 
Through Books," is a multimedia presentation which introduces
 
the user to many eras of California history. The journey is
 
through a HyperStudio project that introduces literature
 
pertaining to California's historical time periods. My goal
 
is to introduce students to content-based literature and
 
hopefully motivate them to read these books.
 
This project reflects my belief in whole language
 
practices, and thus literacy is integrated with social
 
studies. I agree with George Maxim (1991) who believes,
 
"Litefacy and sociaT Studies appear to be an inseparable
 
partnership in the process of education" (p. 287). Because
 
of my whole language philosophy, I teach thematically
 
whenever possible. I gather many books about the topics and
 
place them in our theme study Crate of books for the students
 
to browse through. Of the literature that I gather, some I
 
read to the students, others I briefly introduce, and some
 
are there as research references. Maxim also states, "Good
 
stories can provide valued sources of instructional material
 
to teach social studies; you can't teach social studies if
 
you don't have a good book to work with" (p. 289).
 
I think it is necessary to expose children to literature
 
that reflects an importance of many cultures, to give a sense
 
of belonging to children. California history is embedded
 
with many cultures and I think it is important that our
 
students hear about and learn from these peoples. By
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integrating social studies and literacy, students can learn
 
about many cultures their reading strategies
 
This HyperStudid i>roj^ct introduces seven major thenies
 
from California's histoiry. These themes are: California's
 
Land, Mission and Rdnclio Life, Rusli, Pibneers,
 
Trahscontihental Railroad, Earjaing, arid other Moments in
 
California Historiy- Although I do not focus on Native
 
Americans as a separate theme, they are present in many of
 
the books in each set.
 
California Land
 
California is made up of four basic regions: the desert,
 
the mountains, the valley, and the coast. Although there are
 
many books about these four topics, I have included only a
 
few that are specifically about California. In order for
 
students to understand the history of California and the
 
triumphs people had in crossing this vast land, students need
 
to be fcimiliar with the regions. The books introduced in the
 
project have beautiful pictures and a lot of information
 
about the regions of California.
 
Mission and Rancho Life
 
The missions in California were built between 1769-1824
 
and had a significant impact on California's history. Father
 
Junipero Serra founded the first mission in San Diego in
 
1769, after this twenty more missions were built along El
 
Camino Real. The missions had a huge impact on the lives of
 
Native Americans. They helped to build the missions and then
 
learned new trades, such as tanning leather, farming, and
 
candle making. Their lives were soon controlled by the
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ringing of mission bells. Many of the books in the project
 
are nonfiction books about the missions. I have also
 
included historical fiction books about Father Serra and some
 
missions.
 
Ranchos were homesteads owied by Mexicans called
 
"Californios. The ranches were on land that was granted
 
during the closing of the missions. Once again, the Native
 
Americans' lives were affected because they were not given as
 
much land as other people with the end of the mission era.
 
There are two novels included in this project that vividly
 
tell about the life and times of rancheros.
 
The Gold Rush
 
The rush for gold in California had a huge impact on
 
California's population and future. The first gold was found
 
by James Marshall in 1848 and by 1849 the gold rush had
 
begun. People came from all over in hopes of striking it
 
rich. Many traveled by foot, horseback, and even by ship.
 
The prospectors lives were tough, as they did manual labor
 
daily, all in the hopes of finding gold. California's
 
population boomed within a short period of time, as shanty
 
towns popped up all around the diggings. There are many
 
stories and legends told from this era, making it an exciting
 
time to read about. There is a vast array of books on this
 
topic for students to choose from, including many nonfiction
 
and historical fiction selections.
 
Pioneers
 
Beginning in the 1850's many families traveled west by
 
covered wagon in hopes to settle in California. They often
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traveled in groups of wagons, called wagon trains. The
 
journey to California was not easy, and there are many books
 
written about their triumphs and tribulations on the trail.
 
Their stories are interesting and amazing as they are retold
 
in historical fiction accounts along with nonfiction books.
 
Transcontinental Railroad
 
The transcontinental railroad was built in the 1860's
 
and is significant in the connecting of the two coasts of the
 
United States. There was a competition between the Union
 
Pacific Railroad and the Central Pacific Railroad to see
 
which company could lay more railroad track. Due to the
 
intense desire to complete the railroad, many foreign workers
 
were hired. Much of the railroad track was built by Chinese
 
laborers. The railroad also affected the Native Americans
 
who's land was being built upon. The stories about this time
 
period tell of the fear and dislike the Native Americans had
 
for this "iron horse."
 
Farming
 
California seems to be the answer to many people's
 
dreams about good fortune and prosperity. Throughout
 
history, families have come to California to make a better
 
life for themselves. Many of the families are itinerant
 
workers, who travel from farm to farm to make a living. The
 
lives of these children are explored in these books.
 
Other Moments in California History
 
This theme spans many time periods, and makes up a
 
miscellaneous history text set. Included in this theme are
 
books about: the Bear Flag Revolt in the 1840's, the Pony
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Express in 1860, and the Japanese internment camps in the
 
1940's. These are all important pieces of California's
 
history and I feel they need representation.
 
HyperStudio
 
This HyperStudio project is a introduction to text-sets
 
that the children have access to in my classroom.
 
HyperStudio programs are created in "stacks" of "cards."
 
This program is one stack "California History" and has many
 
cards. The first card in the stack is the title. The second
 
card in the HyperStudio stack introduces the learner to the
 
program. The user clicks on a: theme and is th©n led to a
 
number of summaries of books related to the theme. There are
 
a few text blocks on each card, within these blocks is
 
information about each book. Included are the title, author,
 
type of book (picture or chapter), and a brief sximmairy.
 
These books are fiction and nonfiction and vary in length and
 
readability. All of the books summarized in the project are
 
available in my classroom or in our school library. With a
 
few clicks of the mouse, a user of this California History
 
program can browse through many books relating to historical
 
. themes. . ■ , 
I have attempted to make the program interesting and fun
 
to use with hopes that it Will motivate fourth graders to
 
read content-based literature. Following is a bibliography
 
of the books that appear in the HyperStudio project. They
 
are arranged in order of historical appearance.
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HYPERSTUDIO STACK
 
Introduction
 
The following pages are hard copies of the pages from
 
"California - A Journey Through Books." Perhaps seeing these
 
cards from this HyperStudio stack will enable fellow teachers
 
a way to visualize this project. The actual cards are in
 
color, and sound is included as you journey frcan one card to
 
the next.
 
If you are interested in obtaining a copy of "California
 
- A Journey Through Books," you may contact Kristen Duffett
 
through the Corona Norco Unified School District.
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THIS IS HOME! 
Ranroad 
50 
Isbuid oftheBlue Ooipiiins
 
By.ScottOVeft
 
Chapter book
 
This isthe storyofa young
 
Indian girl wholives on an
 
Island nearSanta Barbara.
 
Shefaces a lotofchallenges
 
and struggles,but managesto
 
make it. Read Ittofind out
 
whathappened tothis girl!
 
Home
 
The PonyExpress
 
Iflw Bracelet
 
By: YesMko Vchiita
 
Picture book
 
Asa young girl,Emi is sentawayto live
 
in an Internmentcamp duringthe war.
 
She Is sad to leave her bestfriend,
 
Laurie. Laurie gives EmIa special
 
bracelettorememberher by. This book
 
tellsthetrue storyofwhathappened to
 
many Japanese Americans during
 
World WarTwo.
 
iBuffalo Bill andthe
 
IPonyErpress
 
\8y:EttenCoerr
 
lAn I Can Read Book,level3
 
[Bill Codywasfifteen years
 
[old when hejoined the Pony
[express. Read this bookto
 
Ifind outwhatkind of
 
[adventures Bill had as he
 
[becamethefamous Buffalo
 
[bin,the bravestrideronthe
 
[PonyExpress.
 
Onward.....to more adventure
 
JimmySpoonandthePonyBipress
 
By:f^ristiana Gregory
 
Chapter book
 
Jimmyseesthis adfor ponyexpress
 
riders and knowsthatthis Is whathe
 
mustdo
 
Wanted:
 
Young,skinny,wiryfellows notover 18.
 
Mustbe expertriders,
 
willing to risk death daily,
 
orphans preferred.
 
Home
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 lean John,Califhraia'^sHorsebackHero
 
By;Bdni^affBeiasteOt
 
Chapterbook
 
This bookis abouta California hero 
named Lean John. He wasimportant 
duringthetime oftheBearFlag Revolt 
duringthe I840's. Read abouthis 
incredible horseback ridefrom Los StagecoachSanta 
Angelesto San Francisco. Readtosee if By:Sa/n^sffBemntedt 
you consider him a heroi Chapter book 
Itis Christmas Eve in 1881,and
 
eight-year-oid Carl is confused.
 
I Whatwill Christmas belike in
 
Caiifbrnia? How will Santa be able
 
I to deliver presents ifthere isntany
 
snow? This is a really neatstory
 
abouta boyand his wish......
 
Home
 
Itefly-iJie'in aCbswed ', -|5- A-
Picture book 
By:PsiftErfcissif 
takes herfive kidsto Califor■nia on a 
This bookexpiores
 
z Ifi ^>Li(S||e.t.,4i''C3l-il« ratfs is4.i>lj!eif I- viKfCMdy sai 
ojoln Snm. 
onthe wagon traii. Find
 
nande and 
hdrbhiilyonthis exciting rideto 
nvof-.and other
 
pvcftsMQ detsiis! This
 
Home
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GoingWest
 
'B
CmMtiaysand Floneers
 
Marie Ceartault
 
ilThis is a great book to 
ttiS
 
Wi find answers to many
 
B questions about
 
®
pioneers. There is a lot 
of informationin this 
little book....froni wagons
«■■
: to the PonyExpress.».
 
readonto ieani more!
 
It 
mete: 
PatlyReed'X mill: The Story 
off 
theDonnerParfy 
By: ffacbeilaurgam'a 
Chapterbook 
In 1846 a group ofpioneers 
known as the Donner party 
traveledto California. This 
is their story,told by a 
tfriiitnw nifi'c wnnrlon rinil 
'N 
AOiild'sllay 
&y:BobbieKabnan 
This booktells whatlife wqs like 
for pioneer children, it teils about 
their chores,what they did for fun, 
andwhere theywentto school. It 
has great pictures too! 
Rachel^ Journal 
^MsaissaM^is 
This is ajournai kept by a pioneer girl 
fCom March 10,1850until October 23, 
1850. in here she tells all aboutthe trip 
from Illinois to California. Her family 
had lots of adventures to tellabouti 
ilisiSISii 
iHiiiip 
■ 
mmmm^ 
Si^»i 
■ 
The loseplilna storyQuilt 
By:Blea Ceenr 
An i Can Read book 
In I8S0Faith's family is headedto 
California by covered wagon. Faith 
really wants to take heroldhen, 
Josefina with them on the journey. 
She begsherfather to allow the old 
hen to join them. Read and find out 
IfYouTraveledWestina 
CoveredWagon 
By:^enLevme 
This book has the answers to allyour 
questions abouttravelingwest in a 
coveredwagon. Although they travel to 
Oregon,instead of California,the 
experiences are the same. Any
questions? Just look in this booki I 
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 IJy: I in(ia Jact)bs Alttnan ^
 
Amf^lia Martinez hates roadSv RoairtS;
 
take dswhere herfamjly: ,
 
:Works all dayand ltd scho o Is where np 
otjeWnoWlief hanie.-Find pufwhatlife 
is Iikefora child ofmigrantworkers. 
.^.'WUe-Wjllpw;;
 
S.,dy;';Ddri5''G8te,sy./;:..;^;'^ 
CffaptertooA, fT2pgs :■ ■ ■ ■■■■ 'y. -'-:-; 
To janey Larkin,the hipe willow plate 
vyas the nidst heautifuIthing in herIife 
It was a symbpl dfthe home that she 
cduld dimiy remember. Janey's dad 
■ 	 was an ilineraht wqrker,andjaney ::; 
didnt have a home she could call her 
'	 own. Janey dreams of having a home to 
callherown. V,\' ^ 
DustForDinner 
iby: AnnTurner' 
ChapeerBook
 
An 1CanBeadBook^level3
 
IJake andMkigiy havetomove 
■ V^Ito caiihimiawittitheir parents
Ibecausethe duststorms	 
*« 
ruinedtheir farm. Theyface
 
sometoufhchallenges along
 
V'
theway.Theyare surethatif 
V theirfamilycan staytogether mi 
Itheneverythingwillwork out 
IjustBoe. : 
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A Missionfortlte People:
 
The StoryoftoPurisima
 
by: MaryAnn Fraser
 
Picture Book
 
This is a story ofthe Chutnash
 
Indians and of all who came to
 
live at La Purisima. It's beautiful
 
Illustrations really show what
 
mission life was like.
 
NeverTurn tkicic
 
FdUierSerrd*s Mission 
 i
 
by: Jim Rawls
 
Chapterbook
 
Father Serra.thefounder ofmany !
 
missions in California,is introduced In
 
this book. This is the story ofthe first
 
mission in California and itsfounder.
 
C> 
Ntorii 
home 
The Mission
 
by:Sally Hayton-Keeva
 
This storytells aboutthe
 
mission in Sonoma. It
 
tells aboutthe Indians
 
who lived on the land
 
before the mission and
 
how life changed for
 
them. The mission is still
 
standing in Sonoma!
 
If^Rl
 
Cdlifomid Missions
 
by: HubertLowman
 
This is a bookletfull of
 
beautiful color photos of
 
the 21 California
 
missions. There is a bit of
 
information nextto each
 
photo.
 
To liyWith The
Swallows I I
 
by:Dana Catherihej
 
de Rui?
 
Chapterbook
 
This is a story aboiit a
 
girl named Concha
 
who lives in a presidio.
 
She is restless aiid
 
seeks adventure....:
 
More Missions
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.
 
jCaliitontla's tilstpiy. ThJsstory
 
importantcontributions he
 
"' ''
 
Tlie Indianis andtise 
Caiiforiiia Mssltms • 
By: £ ma& lymBefm 
This book has tons of 
information about all oftlie 
missions in California, it 
alsoteiis about the tribes of 
Indians that lived on the 
land before the missions 
were built. It has pictures of 
each mission and floor plan 
drawings. 
^AjQod hook for research.* 
Home 
' ■' l\ X ^ ' ^-\ 
setting for this story is inAlta California 
1iiliililiwiiiw 
' firidduttibiw Ahita 
from lostbafaiestdyniaihis; Ad 
Hie California 
Mssisms
 
By: EB'idBetf?
 
Vaffytsetiwyk 
There are many 
beautiful 
photographs of the 
missions in this book, 
it has lots of 
information about 
missions in general. 
A good bookto read 
to get a better 
understanding of 
mission ijfe. 
Tales andTreassires ®f 
'Cailferala hissiuns 
By: ffaf}(fdffBemstedt 
■ 
Loaded with legends 
and lore, this book is 
full of adventures 
during mission times. 
Read about tragic 
shipwrecks, lost mines, 
buried bandit's loot, 
and fabled Indian gold. 
^et 
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Ten MileDayandtheBuilding
 
aftheTranscnnijnental
 
Railroad
 
by: MaryAnnFraser
 
Picture book
 
This is a storyaboutthe
 
transcontinental railroad and
 
the people who built it. Many
 
ofthe workerswere Chinese.
 
home
 
More Railroad
 
TheIransGDnlinentalRailroad
 
By:PeterAttftersen
 
A non-fictlon book
 
This booktellsthe historyofthe
 
railroad. Who built It,who
 
workedon It,and Importance It
 
had In America. It has great
 
blackand white photos.
 
Deathofthe IronHorse
 
By:PauiBobte
 
Picture book
 
This is a storyabouta group of
 
young Cheyenne braveswho
 
attackafreighttrain.Theyderail
 
itand raid it. Theyare angrythat
 
thetrain goesthroughtheir
 
land. Read itto hearhowthe
 
Native Americansfeltaboutthe
 
white men whointruded ontheir
 
land.
 
Home
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ICome along wfth Carmenforatour I 
through California-the golden state! 
ISeethe beachesofSan Diego,the ■ 
pycKacnyreica
 
llhis book hastons ofinformation
 [aboiitCaiifbrhia! There are be
 
photographs ofthe land,trie
 
1animais,andthe people ofourstate.
 
IGoldRush!TheYoung
 
Prospector^Guideto
 
by:James Klein
 
\(^ajptertoafc
 
iThis bookwill tell you how
 
ito lookforgold, ittells
 
Iaboutthe differentpeople
 
involved in the gold rosh.
 
llhis bookalso explains
 
how peoplebecame rich
 
landfamousduring gold
 
Irushes aroundtheworld.
 
More Gold Husli Books
 
DameShirleyandthe
 
GoldRush
 
by: Jim Rawis
 
Chafitertoak
 
Read ailabouta young
 
womaninthe gold
 
rush! Dame Shirley is a
 
youngwoman^hose
 
restiess spiritthrives
 
in the exciting and
 
Gold Fewer!
 
by:Catherine
 
McMorrOw
 
ObafiterpBBk
 
The Forty-niners
 
cameto California in
 
searchforgold.
 
Some became
 
miilionaires,others
 
did not. Find out
 
how goldfever
 
spread acrossthe
 
nation!
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 I " 	 "-,v - - -i' - TreasureIntheStream: 
T§*a ralifnmiA Diicrlft
Ihe CalifDrnia GoldHush
 The StoryofaGoldRushGirl 
by: MayMcNeer by: D.&T.Hoobier 
Cbsptertook ChaptertooJc 
This is a true-life adventure story This is a story about a 
that recreates 'the days of old,the young girlwho lives on a 
mm days of gold"when young men went farminnorthern California 
west to look for riches. An exciting in 1848. Gold is discovered 
story about a time when it seemed iSIsnn	 near her family's farm and 
that anything could happen.iiil	 soon she is caught up in 
the search for gold.)! „ V'm <>.: ■/' 
GGiJ>C»lMRy 
by: Silvia Ann SheafOr 
. 
A wonderful collection ofnewspaper 
articles fromthe gold rush era. Black and 
white photos and true stories. A fun book 
1 More Gold Rush books 1 
Home to look through and enjoy! 
t : 
by: Joan Nixon 
by:Elizabeth Van 
Steenwyk	 Out on the trail Claude 
Chapterteat 
This is a non-fiction become good friends. 
book about the gold Until both find a gold
rush. It tells howthe :S#Gt^and^rac^^^^^ 
rush for gold started othertofiie a claim.Js 
and whatiife was like f 
Eureka!! 
* 
fripnriNehin? Will 
aspects Ofthe gold rush. There is a lot 
California 
home in thi> rain" arp iwrlnrigri in thic fartiiai arniifit nf 
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ByHie Greoi:Horn Spoon
 
by: Sid Fleiscbmon
 
Cbaptertook
 
Itwas 1849and the California Gold
 
Rush wason! Twostowaways,Jack
 
and Praiseworthywere hiding on
 
board the ship,LadyWheeler,which
 
washeaded to California. This is a
 
funny story aboutthe adventures of
 
Jack and Praiseworthy duringthe
 
TheGoM aftSlitter^ Mil
 
by: R.Conrad Stein
 
This storytells aboutwhat
 
happened atSutter's Mill with the
 
discovery ofgold In 1849. Ittells
 
whatIt meantto"seethe
 
elephant"along with other gold
 
rush tales.
 
by:BeonorCoerr
 
An I Can Read Book
 
Level3
 
Chang lives In San
 
Francisco with his
 
grandfather duringthe
 
Gold Rush. Chang's dream
 
Isto own a horse ofhis
 
own. He would need a lot
 
ofgold to buy his own
 
horse. Will he geta
 
horse? Readthe bookto
 
find out!
 
Home
 
home
 
\
 
More
 
GoM nnsiiAiiventuiis
 
by;Linda Lynghelm
 
Cbapterbook
 
This book is based onfacts and tells all
 
aboutthe gold rush.The authortooka
 
trip through the gold country and the
 
miningtowns and decided to write a
 
book aboutthe gold rushjustfor kids!
 
There are old photosofminers and
 
greatIllustrations!
 
9M
 
s>.
 
Next
 
One-^d Ghailey.Tlie CaiifomiaWMp
 
by:RartdoUReiitsteat
 
Chapter book
 
This is an exciting story abouta stagecoach
 
drivernamed Charley. Charley drovethe
 
stagecoach during thetime ofthe Gold Rush.
 
Thetale istold bya kindly bankerto a group
 
ofkids In a one-room school house. Read all
 
aboutthe holdups,bandits,and wild races
 
thatCharleyencounters. Alas,Charley has a
 
secret,can you find outwhatItIs?
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Tales andTreasures offlie
 
;,"■''''-f CailHiniiaGoldHush
 
i."', ty:RmfttaitSeindsteUt 
m 
w Chapter book 
'If;. 
This book is full of exciting» 
stories about the Gold Rush.:r 
There are stories aboutI 
treasures and outlaws. Vou can 
choose a chapter that interests 
■■, you or readthe whole book.
fS 
Reading these stories willmake 
you feel like you are a part of the 
Gold Rush! 
m 
IheGoldHush
 
^ToaJIJetefiviiw
 
Non-fiction chapter book 
This book has wonderful black andSHwhite photographs fromthe Gold 
Rush, it has stories ofreal people 
who lived during the time. This 
book tells the story ofpeople who.'i-riupa 
left everything behind because 
they had gold fever. Enjoy the 
photos! 
Home More 
AriICan^^RdadlBpok,Level 3 
Francisco. They are bringing people to 
rush.
 
like onboarda clipper ship!
 
Home 
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